That’s right, it’s me: America Chavez, exile of the Utopian Parallel and student at
Sotomayor U. And I’m not new. I’m Teen Brigade, Young Avengers, and The
Ultimates certiﬁed. You don’t need to see I.D. I’ve got my own solo series now, oiste?
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LAST PLAYED:

Some chick made of energy
terrorizing an entire planet?
Not having it.

KNOCKOUT! So yeah, now the
people of that planet--the Maltixans-love me, especially this adorbs kid.

But apparently being a
super hero isn’t enough to keep
a girlfriend. So long, Lisa…

Rough ﬁrst class…until I found
my old teammate Prodigy!
@notamutantstillagenius

#TTW you used a time machine
to do your homework and
ended up punching Hitler.

Moving on…to college!
Hello, Sotomayor University.
Hello, future.
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WWII, GERMANY.

hello
there.

whoa, that was hitler!
this is world war ii. and
time
ay, that was captain
travel is
america!
wild. but I gotta
focus. I gotta
get back
home.

young
lady…

mind telling me why you up
and bungled a six-month
operation?
excuse
you. rude.

nope.
america,
america
chavez.

listen lady, I don’t
know what’s up your
beehive, but I just
saved everyone from
hitler. so uhh
byeeee.

all right, chavez.
you’ve got some explaining to
do--not just to me, commander
peggy carter of the french
resistance, but to the people of
the united states of america.

punching nazis
is neato. but
engaging in tactics
that render their
leader powerless
and ultimately
crush his fascist,
murderous
dictatorship
is how we win
wars and bring
peace to the
people.

dang it, kid,
get out of
the way!

the fuhrer
is in trouble!
grab him!

you
punched
hitler.
that’s
it.

so tell me again,
america chavez, how
did punching hitler
before we were ready
to move on him save
everyone?

isn’t that
doing enough for the
people? punching nazis
could become a real
thing, you know?

so do we make our own
systems? no. we dream beyond
them. that’s why I’m working with
professor douglas on a
new project.

I know this
little boy is not
interrupting
lunella’s talk.
girl,
you know
he is.

keep acting up, and I’m
gonna tie you to that
dinosaur’s behind.
got it?

what do you need in this moment to be the best
you? and I’m not talking superficial junk--I
mean the deep-down, exceptional, powerful,
magical you. whatever that is for you is what
we’ll be working on in this lecture.

sorry!
I’m just
precocious.

so that's
what y'all are
calling it
now?

party!

great,
you went from
baby bros to
frankenjerks.

dude,
what a
rager!

yeah,
college!

sorry,
chicos, but you’re
disrespecting the
house that sonia built.
and we don’t play
that here.

wait’ll
we tell our
parents about
how you’ve
treated
us.

please,
call your parents.
let them know
that leelumultipass
phi theta betas
have got something
for them,
too.

prodigy!
what's going
on?
america!

they’re
stealing the code
for the simulation lab.
I can’t fight them
off. hurry!
hold
on, we’re
coming!

you good,
x’andria?
without
a doubt.
prodigy needs
you. go!

